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      Race and Gender Representation in Lena Dunham’s “Girls” 

In this paper I will examine the HBO series Girls, created and directed by Lena                

Dunham. I will analyze this text using Kellner’s Critical Culture Studies framework, which             

examines the political economy, audience reception and reading of a text (Kellner). I will              

concentrate particularly on the audience reception of Girls, especially its inclusion of all white              

actors as main characters. I will also focus on the reading of Girls through analyzing its                

semiotics, which is the study of sign systems. In my dissection of important signs in Girls                

such as body weight, nudity, fashion patterns and skin color, I find that the series challenges                

hegemony in certain ways, but fails to be an intersectional text. In this paper, I use bell hooks’                  

definition of intersectionality, which is the intersections between systems oppression,          

domination and discrimination (hooks). 

Girls is a substantial stride for positive female body-image since HBO’s last            

female-centered drama, Sex and the City. Both series star four white upper-middle class             

women living in New York City. While both shows focus on themes of sex, relationships and                

friendships, Sex and the City is frequently interrupted by the characters’ obsession with             

consumer culture and designer fashion. Hannah, the main character in Girls, is cut off              

financially by her parents in the pilot episode (Girls). Throughout the first season, Hannah              

and Marnie both struggle to make ends meet while they search for a job in New York. Seeing                  

the characters negotiate money problems and pregnancy scares while dealing with the            

realities of unpaid internships is refreshing and concrete. The average young American            

woman identifies more with these problems than what color of Jimmy Choos to spend 600               

dollars on, like Carrie from Sex and the City. However, Dunham’s attempt to illustrate a more                



middle-class, average truth was subject to criticism. Andrea Peyser of the New York Post              

declared that Dunham’s series was Sex and the City “for ugly people” and that the four main                 

characters are “20-something white gals who dress in mismatched consignment-shop rags”           

(Peyser). Often women are the harshest critics of other women, tearing down the actions and               

successes of female media producers. This phenomenon, identified by Rosalind Gill as            

“slut-shaming,” is another example of how women self-police without realizing they are            

enforcing the patriarchal structure of American society (Gill).  

Another large difference in the two shows is the portrayal of the female body. In Girls,                

Lena Dunham, writer, lead actress, creator and director, films herself nude, with her skin              

breaking out, her belly in folds, chin doubled, or flat on her back with her feet in a                  

gynecologist’s stirrups. “These scenes shouldn’t shock, but they do, if only because in a culture               

soaked in Photoshop and Botox, few powerful women open themselves up so aggressively to              

the judgment of voyeurs” (Nussbaum). A trope is a convention that is used in storytelling               

because it is surely present in the audiences minds and expectations (Hall). According to this               

definition, Dunham defies the trope of skinny, sexy, female lead character in her portrayal of               

Hannah, the overweight protagonist of Girls.  

Rosalind Gill in her article “Supersexualize me!” explains post-feminism as female           

empowerment through exploitation. Women are no longer victims of the male gaze, but are              

empowered by their own beauty and sexuality. Increasingly, young women are presented not             

as passive sex objects, but as active, desiring sexual subjects, who seem to participate              

enthusiastically in practices and forms of self-presentation that earlier generations regarded           

as connected to subordination (Gill). Gill maintains that through self-policing of body image,             

women are even more objectified than before the feminist revolution. Hannah does not police              

her body, she eats what and when she wants and is more concerned with her wit and writing                  



than physical appearance. The semiotics of Hannah’s priorities challenge the post-feminist           

idea that sexy bodies lead to power.  

In her use of her pear-shaped nude body, Dunham also challenges the male gaze. The               

male gaze, as defined by Laura Mulvey in her 1975 article “Visual Pleasure and Narrative               

Cinema,” objectifies the woman as the passive image/object and man as the active             

viewer/subject (Mulvey). Dunham defies the male gaze by portraying her naked, plump body             

onscreen as desirable. She makes a point to reveal herself nude in scenes of a sexual nature as                  

well as those depicting everyday life. Being slightly overweight does not render her asexual,              

which is a challenge to the hegemony of our male-dominated society.  

Hegemony, first discussed by Antonio Gramsci and elaborated by James Lull, is when             

those in power “secure the consent of the socially subordinated to the system that oppresses               

or subordinates them” (Lull). In other words, one group exercises and maintains power over              

another by controlling their minds via media. In the case of post-feminism, women police              

their own bodies and think that having a traditionally sexy body is their only source of power                 

(Gill). In Season 1 Episode 3, Hannah’s boyfriend Adam grabs the sides of her stomach after                

having sex and makes flapping noises and gestures, then states that her stomach is funny. She                

replies that she doesn’t want her body to be funny. He says she only needs to lose three to four                    

pounds, and asks if she has previously attempted to lose weight. She defensively states that               

no, she has not, because she had “some other concerns in my life.” (Girls). This is a powerful                  

counter-hegemonic statement because Hannah acknowledges her imperfect body while         

asserting that it is not one of her defining characteristics. She is also addressing the state of                 

American television in it’s portrayal of the sexy, ideal body as the only source of female power.  

In an interview with Playboy, Dunham was asked what she would do if she woke up                

with the body of a supermodel. She responded, “I don’t want to go through life wondering if                 



people are talking to me because I have a big rack. Not being the babest person in the world                   

creates a nice barrier. The people who talk to you are the people who are interested in you. It                   

must be a big burden in some ways to look that way and be in public” (Rensin). Dunham again                   

enforces the idea that her physical appearance does not define her, challenging the hegemonic              

structure of American media.  

Another way Dunham challenges the hegemony is through Hannah’s relationships          

with very traditionally attractive men, from her steady boyfriend Adam to the 42-year-old             

doctor in Season 2 Episode 5, played by Patrick Wilson (Girls). In male-created TV dramas               

like Seinfield, Louis C.K., and an array of Woody Allen and Judd Apatow films the goofy,                

sloppy guy gets the hot girl and no one raises an eyebrow. However, it is important to note                  

that Judd Apatow is also an executive producer of Girls. 

Ann Hornaday of The Washington Post, in response to the Elliot Rodger shootings,             

wrote, “"How many men, raised on a steady diet of Judd Apatow comedies in which the                

shlubby arrested adolescent always gets the girl, find that those happy endings constantly             

elude them and conclude, 'It’s not fair'?" (Hornaday). While we are not alarmed that Seth               

Rogen ends up with a bombshell like Katherine Heigl, when Lena Dunham sleeps with Patrick               

Wilson the audience response is shock and discomfort. “Perhaps it is the redeeming qualities              

inherent in their comedic personas – their power, success, humor or charm – that leads us to                 

believe they could have sex and be in relationships with attractive women. And this is what we                 

come to learn about Hannah” (Marghitu & Ng). By encoding in the text that Hannah’s charm,                

humor and character are more important than her physical appearance, Dunham challenges            

traditional media codes and therefore hegemony itself.  

Female bodies on television have traditionally conducted scopophilia in audiences. I           

am using Laura Mulvey’s definition of scopophilia, which is sexual pleasure achieved by             



watching female bodies without their knowledge (Mulvey). Mulvey maintains that          

mainstream cinema and television encourages scopophilia and voyeuristic behavior by          

showing naked women always under the male gaze. Mulvey’s definition of the male gaze is               

when media consumers are put into the perspective of a heterosexual man. In Girls, Dunham               

portrays nude female bodies not as titillating, stimulating and pleasure-inducing, but as            

normal people doing everyday activities. For example, in Season 2 Episode 4 Jessa seeks              

comfort from Hannah after the disintegration of her marriage (Girls). She joins Hannah in the               

bathtub, normalizing female nudity. The focus of the scene is the turmoil Jessa has              

experienced, not the objectification of their bodies. Jessa blows her nose into the bathwater,              

further solidifying the moment of female bonding in which nudity is merely circumstantial             

(Girls). 

Audience reception is a key element in Kellner’s Critical Culture Studies framework. It             

means how the audience receives the media, and how they decode the semiotics. Tropes are a                

crucial element of semiotics, which is defined by Stuart Hall as the way in which signs such as                  

words, images, colors and objects translate into everyday social reality. In layman's terms, it is               

the study of signs (Hall). I believe it is almost impossible to create effective media without                

using tropes because audiences have a hard time decoding media when they don’t understand              

the semiotics. Decoding media is the way an audience responds to a certain text, and they can                 

decode the encoded message in three ways: dominant reading, negotiated reading and            

oppositional reading (Hall). A dominant reading is when the audience accepts the prefered             

meaning of the encoder, in this case Lena Dunham. However, because of the lack of racial                

diversity in Girls, many viewers have reacted with an oppositional reading in which they reject               

Dunham’s preferred meaning.  



The issues of gender alongside race, class, and privilege remain problematic in Girls             

because it is a series focusing on white and upper middle class characters. bell hooks, one of                 

the most important black female voices in film and media criticism, asks in her essay “The                

Oppositional Gaze,” “Why is it that feminist film criticism, which has most claimed the terrain               

of woman’s identity, representation and subjectivity as it’s field of analysis, remains            

aggressively silent on the subject of blackness and specifically representations of black            

womanhood?” (hooks). hooks claims that only through a lens of both race and gender can the                

issues of freedom and justice be addressed. She explains that blacks have a different gaze -                

which she dubs the “Oppositional Gaze” - than whites because of the long history of exclusion                

from the media. They must develop strategies to consume white media, or they have constant               

oppositional readings because of their exclusion.  

Kendra James, a black woman and contributor to the race blog Racialicious, wrote an              

open letter to Dunham entitled: “Dear Lena Dunham: I Exist.” In her letter she asks Dunham                

why she cast all white lead characters for a show set in Brooklyn, where less than one-third of                  

the population is white (James). Another example of an oppositional reading of Girls is a fan                

tweet to Lena Dunham after the third episode of the first season, “I’d love to watch the show,                  

but I wish there were more women of color.” Dunham replied, “You know what? I do, too, and                  

if we have the opportunity to do a second season, I’ll address that” (Marghitu & Ng). However,                 

at the conclusion of Season 3 on March 23, 2014, all four lead characters remained white and                 

no supporting characters were of color. In Season 2 Episode 1, Hannah has a brief stint with a                  

black boyfriend, but he dumps her by the end of the second episode. This attempt at racial                 

representation is not nearly sufficient in New York, one of the most diverse cities on the                

planet.  



Girls and Sex and the City both ask viewers to identify with one of the four main                 

characters, therefor pigeon-holing themselves into a trope. In Sex and the City, women had              

the choice to be wild and sexy Samantha, naive and romantic Charlotte, powerful             

career-woman Carrie or cynical and quirky Miranda. In Girls, Jessa represents the wild and              

sexy trope, Shoshana is naive and romantic, Marnie is the strait-laced career girl and Hannah               

is the lazy, directionless dreamer. When we decode the semiotics of both series, we find that                

viewers are asked to identify with just one of the main characters. It also presents the                

problem that women are only partial identities, they are only whole when they are put               

together. Another pop culture example of this phenomenon is The Spice Girls, who each              

represent one part of a whole woman.  

Intersectionality as defined by hooks is the intersections of issues such as gender,             

sexuality, race and war. These themes, when examined together, complicate issues of freedom             

and justice rather than simplifying the situation (hooks). Dunham, defending the heavy            

criticism the show received in regards to racial diversity, said in an NPR interview, “I don’t                

want to try to represent experiences that are not my own, and what I know is this” (NPR). It is                    

disturbing to me that Dunham feels her experiences are unrelatable to anyone of a different               

skin color. Couldn’t a Native American, black, Asian or Hispanic have the same emotions,              

struggles and relationships as a white woman? Girls’ failure to address race issues is an               

example of symbolic annihilation, which Stuart Hall defines as erasure by non-representation            

(Hall), 

Although Girls fails to address the race issue, Lena Dunham herself is a female pioneer               

in the male-dominated media industry. Her voice as creator, actor, writer and director is a               

substantial advance for women in television. According to a study on gender equality in films               

by the New York Film Academy, women actors hold only 30.8% of speaking roles. Percentages               



of women behind the scenes are even more appalling, a whopping 91% of directors are male                

(Zurko). Lena Dunham’s presence and success in the film and television industry is both              

impressive and important for feminine equality. She was also the first woman ever to win a                

Director’s Guild award for her work on Girls. Dunham represents a strong female voice and a                

healthy body-image, but fails to address race, class, and privilege within the series. In order to                

create a truly counter-hegemonic text, intersectionality must be addressed. 
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